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SAMPLE CHAPTER: 

Entering the lake 

I want Life as a Literary Device to have a number of different layers incorporating all yet 
unwritten works of mine, including The Land of Plastic Fossils, the permanently unfinished 
pre-9/11 book on the USA, and Life as a Literary Device itself. 

Why was the would-be book on the States called The Land of Plastic Fossils? Here’s an 
explanation: 

I arrived in Badlands National Park by the end of my American travels, so tired that I 
didn’t feel like getting off the bus. It was scorching outside and, having visited several 
canyons and national parks during the previous couple of weeks, I thought I could hardly get 
excited by the sight of yet another moose or a curiously shaped rock. The numerous ‘Scenic 
Turn Off’ highway signs had suddenly acquired a negative second meaning: to my exhausted 
self, American canyons were like lap dancers—no matter how stunning, if you’ve seen one, 
you’ve seen them all. 

The ground in the Badlands was barren, bumpy and hard to walk on which led me to 
understand why the Dakota Indians referred to the area as mako sica, meaning ‘land bad’, 
and early French-Canadian trappers termed it les mauvaises terres à traverser—‘bad lands 
to travel across’. 

In the end, I was glad to have made the effort. Thanks to a couple of knowledgeable 
and straightforward rangers, I have learnt a lot about this ancient natural reserve, which 
used to be the bottom of a giant sea and—later—a breeding ground for such prehistoric 
creatures as three-toed horses, sabre-toothed cats and ruminating pigs(!), whose politically 
correct scientific name was Creodonts. These (and other) animals’ remains gradually turned 
into millions of fossils that—due to the unique nature of the soil—stood a good chance of 
remaining in the Badlands forever, had it not been for fossil-hunters who started carrying 
away wagonloads of petrified remains to be sold to museums, scientists and private 
collectors, or just for souvenirs. 

With such methodical embezzlement of fossils going on for over a hundred years 
(since the late nineteenth century), no wonder that by the end of the twentieth century 
there were none of them left in the Badlands. What could be done about it? Anywhere else, 
plenty, but in America, probably nothing. And the Badlands—for better or for worse—WERE 
in America. 



In the early 1990s, it was decided to make a number of replica fossils out of . . . plastic 
and scatter them around the park. This done, the pseudo-fossils kept disappearing even 
faster than the real ones, probably because—to a dilettante collector’s eye—they did look 
exactly like the real ones, probably even slightly better, who knows. There is no force that 
can stop an average American from pocketing a nice natural ‘souvenir’, particularly if it is 
free, for his general hands-on approach to nature can be best characterised by the 
notorious quote from Ivan Michurin, a Stalinist Soviet biologist: ‘We must not expect gifts 
from Mother Nature—we must forcibly take them away from her!’ 

In the end, they collected all remaining plastic fossils and put them under glass cases 
displayed along the footpaths. That is where they are now, and I had a chance to stare at 
them for as long as I wanted (about ten seconds at a time). They did look authentic, even 
slightly dusty (with the carefully replicated dust of history?)—but the fact remained: 
unbeknownst to most visitors, the Badlands fossils were made of plastic! Their real place 
was not under museum-style glass domes but on the shelves of the nearby Wall Drug 
shopping mall specialising in kitsch of all shapes and sizes under the dubious logo ‘A Blast 
from the Past’. . . 

‘Plastic fossils’ therefore came to symbolise a certain superficiality and brashness of 
modern American culture: its oxymoronic, at times simply moronic, manifestations—the 
sort of criticism my editors wanted to hush in the aftermath of 9/11. I don’t blame them. 

Like my unwritten book on America, this one—Life as a Literary Device—has neither 
beginning nor end; nor does it fit in with any existing literary genre: partly a memoir, partly 
a novel, partly a meditation, partly a poem, partly a diary, partly a dream, partly a survival 
kit, partly an extended metaphor for the writer’s life, i.e. indeed a ‘literary device’. I am 
destined never to finish this book (not for as long as I live), yet everything I’ve ever written 
and am still going to write can be included in it. 

I will certainly keep looking back at my life: at the places I visited, the pieces I wrote 
and the people I met—using another favourite literary device of mine, flashback. 

Memory is like a scrap book—a cut-and-paste job. 

Yet the hero, or anti-hero, if you wish, of the book is not necessarily me, Vitali Vitaliev. 
‘I’ (my literary ego) can assume different personalities—real and fictional: of my late Mum; 
of artist Edward Bawden; of Adam Grigor’yevich Nadin, a retired accountant and a football 
fan; possibly even of Ebenezer Howard, a traveller, a dreamer and the founder of the 
world’s first Garden City (where I now live), and many, many others. 

From the ‘closed town’ near Moscow, where my parents worked at a top-secret 
military facility and where I spent the first three years of my life, to the world’s first 
‘Utopian’ Garden City. Via Britain, Australia, America and Ireland. A jumpy trajectory of my 
existence. 

At times, the ‘I’ will transform itself into ‘inanimate’ objects, like Chekhov’s writing 
table, or a declining, as if deeply depressed, town, like Fraserburgh in Scotland. Or into my 
favourite writers—alive or dead, like Valentin Kataev, the inventor of mauvism: ‘I had 
discovered in myself the ability to become reincarnated not only in all manner of people, 



but also in animals, plants, stones, household objects, and even in abstract concepts, such 
as subtraction . . .’ 

I want ‘I’ and ‘he’ in the book to be conventional and mutually interchangeable, but 
‘he’ will most often kick in when describing a personal crisis: again, it is much easier to cope 
with one when you detach yourself from what’s going on by switching over to a third-person 
narrative (see a Survival Tip above). 

At some point, I may even introduce an alter ego called Victor R. 

Why ‘Victor R’? 
Many of my childhood friends preferred to call me ‘Vitya’—a diminutive of ‘Victor’—

rather than the somewhat alien-sounding (for a Russian-speaker) ‘Vitali’. I published my first 
poem under the pen-name ‘Victor Rapoport’ (‘Rapoport’ being my mum’s maiden name) 
that appeared to me so roaringly poetic. 

Or perhaps I (‘he’?) will be sometimes called Vin which means ‘he’ in Ukrainian—the 
language of my motherland. Or simply ‘VV’? 

And all the women in my life, except for the Loved One, can be then monikered ‘Ona’ 
(‘she’ in Russian) which echoes so many female names: Spanish Donna, Slovak Dana, 
Russian Nonna, Ukrainian Hanna, Irish Oonagh and so on—and sounds rather feminine to 
me.2 

For, after all, ‘What’s in a name? That which we call a rose/ By any other name would 
smell as sweet.’ 

Each of the unwritten books that constitute Life as a Literary Device exists on its own. 
It neither complements nor diminishes the main narrative, simply because there isn’t any. 
Likewise, it is impossible to put them in any numerical order: book number one, three, four 
or flashback number seventeen, say. The words I am typing now are not a belated 
Introduction, but can just as well be placed in the middle of the book or on its last (but 
never final!) pages. 

I want the narrative to resemble a pet cat walking next to its owner (the reader) and 
being simultaneously ahead of him and behind—as only cats can. 

This book is therefore not a river, which, if we believe Confucius, one can only enter 
once, but rather a lake into which the reader can immerse himself repeatedly—in any place 
and at any time (albeit I don’t exclude a possibility that one underwater spring feeding that 
lake can occasionally give rise to another). 

Yet, on the very last page of the volume (not of the book, which, as we have agreed, 
doesn’t have an end or a beginning), I want all those different springs to leave the lake and 
to arrange themselves into a stream that will carry on flowing ahead on its own—like two 
small rivers that merge at the Meeting of the Waters: that scenic spot in Ireland’s beautiful 
Valley of Avoca. 

Will I be able to do it all? I don’t know. But I’ll give it a try anyway. Rather than just 
writing this book, I am going to live through it. Like every human life, it is totally 
unpredictable. This means I have no idea of what exactly will follow after I finish this 
sentence. 

For all I know at the moment, it could be the last one. 
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